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THE WINE  |  This rich and intriguing 2020 Sauvignon Blanc exemplifies why Paso Robles 
has emerged as a leading appellation for this classic Bordeaux variety. An enticing nose of gooseberry and 
lemongrass anticipates tempting notes of pineapple, kiwi and grapefruit. Suggestions of lime zest, quince 
and acacia flower round the aroma profile. The palate is clean, lively and elegant, exuding mouthwatering 
flavors of juicy pineapple, green apple, kiwi and melon. Lingering notes of key lime, white peach, dragon 
fruit and citrus persist through a long and lovely finish.

THE VINTAGE  |  DAOU Discovery Collection wines represent our passion for approachable 
luxury. Winemaker Daniel Daou has cultivated deep connections with families of growers for numerous 
vintages, allowing him to maintain absolute quality and consistency. The 2020 growing season began on 
a dry note, followed by much-needed rain in April that replenished the soils and set the stage for healthy 
canopy growth. Conditions through midsummer remained mild and steady, with the exception of a rare 
August thunderstorm. The wines of 2020 are marked by voluptuous mouthfeel with considerable flesh and 
power. 

DAOU FAMILY ESTATES  |  Family owned and operated, DAOU Family Estates 
is committed to producing collectible, world-class wines to rival the most respected appellations in the 
world. Situated on a 212-acre hilltop estate in the Adelaida District of Paso Robles, our remarkable geology, 
favorable microclimate, and high elevation were once described by renowned California winemaker André 
Tchelistcheff as “a jewel of ecological elements.” As stewards of this beautiful terroir, DAOU’s goal is to 
make unique fine wines that honestly and accurately reflect the potential of the Estate and to craft Bordeaux 
style wines that combine Old World tradition with New World techniques.

ALCOHOL  |  13.7%

VARIETAL  |  100% Sauvignon Blanc
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